Quantitative models of import demand have revolved around numerical estimates of demand elasticities for a number of theoretical and practical reasons. Especially in Latin America, much of stimulus and direction of post war development is said to have originated out of reaction to the trade constraint. Perhaps the most widely-cited case of rapid, import-substituting indus trialization is that of postwar Brazil, a case almost unique' among the Latin American nations for its rejection of quantitative controls and its reliance on the price mechanism to ration imports. The pieces of the Brazilian protec tive system, correctly assembled and aligned, reveal a detailed chronicle of-a market which has functioned to restrict and distribute imports under pressure of rapid growth and a severe foreign exchange constraint
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tQuoted from Gilbert Murray translation (1919), p. 398. Despite the qualifications set forth in Chs. 24 and 31, Meade (1963) , p. 323, concludes "The great issues of fact,,.is the actual size of thes4 elasticities. On this question much more statistical and factualT research needs to be undertaken...", See Houthakker and Magee (1969) , and Khan (197A) for International comparisons. 2 Compare the views presented in ECLA (1964) to H. G. Johnson (1964), pp. 109-114.
V , !• Imports and the Brazilian Economy, 1948 Economy, -1975 The postwar development of Brazil has been characterized by wide varia-t ions in growth, acclaimed as the "miracle" during the upswings and as structurally stagnant" during the prolong crises.^Nevertheless, the economy has sustained an overall annual growth rate of 7.0 percent for the period while exports and imports have fluctuated in unsynchronized cycles. The import coefficient, reduced through the middle sixties, has been rising to a level reminiscent of the early years of the postwar development, (see Table 1 , lines 1-2).
Changes in the distribution of Imports ( Labyrinth" (1966) .T he tariff is criticized as having provided "excessive" protection for too long to too many not-so-infant industries. See P. G. Clark (1967) . Table 2 Patterns of Protection, 1953 Protection, -1970 Average Unweighted -6-A measure of nominal protection which includes both tariff and the exchange premium we shall call here the "comprehensive rate of protection,"
(1 + to express the import barrier as a percentage over and above the price of the same commodity imported at a zero tariff and at the basic 9 exchange rate. (See the appendix for specification and sources.) The decline in average, unweighted comprehensive protection (Table-2 These coii5)rehenslve rates ranged from a 20 percent subsidy for "essential" fuels and foods to a premitim of more than 350 percent for "national similars" and luxury goods.
"Comprehensive" protection is here distinguished from "effective" protec tion which refers to direct and indirect tariffs in the input-output sense. The concept of "effective" protection encounters formidable theoretical and statistical complexities when both tariffs and exchange rates vary. See Corden's (1971) comment on Kaldor*s proposal, p. 188, n. 10.^T he time series of protection and imports is here carried through 1970 to correspond with liiq)ort series provided by the IBGE and prior to the intro duction of "minimum prices" in 1971. With the renewed' exchange crises which began in 1975, the government has again moved to require exchange deposits on protected and locally-financed Imports.
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The Demand for Imports
The relationship between import demand, on the one hand, and income and relative price, on the other, is grounded in the contradiction between local industry's need for foreign materials and its continuing success In replacing those needs by national production. In the aggregate model, the price variable reflects the ability of local production to compete with and limit the general level of imports. In the disaggregate model, relative prices serve to distribute the available foreign exchange among priority Imports, especially in those years when growing Internal demand for imports in many sectors coincide with a tightening overall exchange constraint.
The general model of import demand to be applied is of the form:
where is the quantum index of merchandise imports for the total and for nine use classes (j = 1, 9) for year t The price variable itself is composed of four principal components: International prices, tariffs, and exchange premiums In the ntimerator; local prices of a comparable basket of goods in the denominator, all weighted by 1962 imports. See the Appendix for detailed definitions. The reponsiveness of different sectors to periodic import rationing, that is, the region of the long-run demand surface on which the society finds itself, we suspect is related to the stage of manufacturing, the availability of local materials, and the effort and success of import-substituting activity.
•
The import markets, as summarized by their functional elasticities, i^y be viewed as the possible inverse of national demand, complementary to, yet competitive with, domestic supply. A category, such as consumer durables which is normally thought as characterized by both higji income-and high price-elasticities of total national demand, may rely on iiiq)orts to satisfy only the price-inelastic portion of the demand surface. By contrast, the demand for intermediate products and fuels, which is generally thought to be a "necessary" material input or highly income-inelastic, if not "fixed" in a technical sense^may, in terms of import demand, prove to be highly elastic with respect to income and inelastic to price. The demand for capital goods, normally thought as linked to GNP through a mechanical, stock-adjustment process, may, in its import-form, prove extremely responsive to both income, and relative price.
12 parallels in household expenditures, see Houthakker and Taylor (1966) , pp. 8-11. See Houthakker and Taylor (1966), p. 81; Weisskoff (1971) , Table 14 .17,
The results of OLS estimates of the log-log coefficients, presented in Table 3 , summarize the differential Impact of economic activity, price, and the success or failure of the import-substitution efforts, the coefficients of the overall in5)ort equation ( The strongly negative time coefficients in the remaining sectors record successful import substitution. The high activity elasticity of consumer durables (line 4), a sector which was originally the, object of the import-14 See Khan and Ross (1974) for an alternative formulation.
The lack of progress lii these categories has conventionally been explained by the "absence of resources," oil, coal, copper, or phosphates, for example, an apology yhich underscores the extent to which local innova tions and styles have yielded to multinational technological and consumer imitation* The continued import dependency on foods., however, can hardly be excused by the absolute scarcity of good farmland in Brazil, a country which has continued to emphasize export crops (coffee, sugar, and soybeans), while neglecting domestic foodstuffs and maintaining, if not enlarging, "modern" (i.e., temperate-zone) consumption preferences for wheat and milk products.
See Magee (1975), p. 190 , for comments on the sign of the activity coefficient. Theoretically, either sign is permissible.
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Conclusions and Postscript
The en^irical findings document the strong negative secular trend associated with import-replacing development, the elastic and volatile effect of income and capital formation. We have related these findings to the chain of interdependence and to the growth strategy pursued in the expansion of the Of 25 developing countries, the share of inflows of liquid capital relative to GDP in Brazil rose from ,U in 1967, the lowest, -to 7.8% in 1972, the fifth highest. See Von Doellinger, et al., (1974, p. 154) , Table VU.9.
" "i^®kit^"^where = nominal tariff for each comiaodity jL (i = 1 463) in each year tt (t = 1958, 1970) adjusted for administrative decrees and waivers.
" nominal tariff for each imported item k (k = 1, ..., n, 9000). n = number of items, k, which correspond to each sampled commodity, B. Commodity Exchange. Rates:
it°^i^^kit''''^where = the exchange rate at which commodity i in each year t (t = 1953 1970) .°e xchange rate applied to each -ijyort-item k. There were five standard "category" rates from 1953-57 and two from 1958-67. Different exchange rates were appXied for wheat, petroleum, newsprint, fertilizers, insecticides, fruits, arid auto chasses, during different periods.
C. Comprehensive Protection for Commodities
(1 + ij)^^-+ lE^/p]^where (l+to)^^= comprehensive rate of protection for each commodity, i in each year t (1953, ..., 1970) .
"fiscal dollar" rate applied to the dollar price of imports to calculate the cruzeiro tariff.
"^^® annual "basic" exchange rate. A comnodity subject to a zero tariff and subsidized exchange rate, E. < p^, can be said to have entered at a "negative" rate of protection relative to a taPIff-free good entering at the basic exchange rate, E^^= P . originating in agriculture, aervlcea, and transportation; the number of construction* permits issued; and all the above variables lagged one period).
National production of crude petroleum, 1953 = 100.
(WBEAT)^j^= National production of wheat, 1953 = 100. ndicates null hypothesis of autocorrelation cannot be rejected,
